Room Layout Sheet

Room Name: PLAP-10

PLAN

ELEVATION 1

ELEVATION 2

ELEVATION 3

ELEVATION 4

AUSTRALASIAN HFG STANDARD COMPONENTS

PLAY AREA - PAEDIATRIC, 10m²

CODE DESCRIPTION

DWWD-013 WINDOW DRESSING: external window
DWWH-005 WINDOW
FIBM-019 WHITEBOARD: fixed, magnetic
FLCP-006 FLOOR FINISH: carpet, carpet tiles, 90/10 wool/nylon
FLSK-009 SKIRTING: vinyl, feather edged, 150H, prefinished
FQBS-012 CHAIR: child
FQBS-028 CHAIR: visitor, clinical areas
FQTA-003 TABLE: children’s play
FQTA-075 TABLE: square, 600W, low height
WLWA-004 WALL FINISH: paint, acrylic, washable
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